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Delhi MCD election;
BJP retains all 3 civic bodies.

Delhi’s public has voted for the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) in MCD elections 2017 while
rejecting both the Aam Aadmi Party and
Congress. They pushed both the main opposition
to 2nd and 3rd spots respectively by a huge
margin. As per the results available for 270
seats, the BJP won 183, Congress 36 and the
AAP 41. Manoj Tiwari, Delhi BJP Chief
dedicated this win to the CRPF soldiers who lost
their lives in the Sukma attack.

GST Will Make Domestic
Companies More Competitive:
Hasmukh Adhia
Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia is
hopeful of a smooth transition to the GST
regime and says it will help domestic firms
to become more competitive apart from
streamlining the taxation for all business
activities.Explaining GST's importance for
giving a boost to the manufacturing sector,
he said, "Cascading taxes along with nonavailability of input credit meant that
domestically produced goods found it harder
to compete with imported ones.
"GST is a multi-point tax on value addition
with seamless input tax credit," he said.

Recent Updates


China launches 1st domesticallymade aircraft carrier.



All Social media platforms banned in
Kashmir Valley because of unrest.

PV Sindhu reaches Badminton
Asian Championship quarter finals

Rio Olympics silver medalist PV Sindhu
dished out another clinical performance to
cruise into the quarter finals with a straight
game victory at the Asian championship

IPL 2017 Session 10

The most celebrated cricket tournament of the
nation is back with a bang. The Indian Premier
League started from 5th of April 2017 and is
one of the most anticipated tournaments since
its last edition.

NASA Probe Sends Back Amazing
Images from Saturn

NASA’s probe Cassini, beamed back images
of the planet Saturn that provided scientists
with an immense amount of incredible
information. Unknown facts about the planet
were discovered as Cassini plunged into
Saturn’s rings
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Earth Day Special

THE DECISION
Once, I saw many flowers on hills,
I thought that they were daffodils
Glowing brightly and touching my heart,
Making me think it was beautiful art.



The Earth's rotation is
gradually slowing.



The Earth was once believed to
be the centre of the universe.



Earth has a powerful magnetic
field.



When, I looked at other side,

The Earth is only planet not
named after a god.

I saw a very beautiful sight.
A scene which I cannot describe,
But, then I saw a hive of bees.
Which reminded me of stormy seas.
I was confused where to go
What to do and how to go?
Then I chose the daffodils
Which were fluttering on the hills.
And it was a good decision ,
Made by me ,by my person..
Gauri Dubey

Every night and day, we humans pray that we
may live long live,
And yet we conveniently forget our dear home
planet’s plight

Grade 8

Brain Updates

the

From the Dictionary: jeopardy noun meaning
danger of loss, harm or failure
(pronounced je-pardi)

The birds, the animals and the people, we all
need those to survive.

Did You Know This?: Being chased or falling off
a high place are the two most common dreams.

Heed to the warning signs, the earth has been
warming for quite some time,

Thoughtful Thought: “
impossible until it’s done.”
-Nelson Mandela

Remember, soil, air
foundations of life,

and

water

are

Days and nights, if we sit still and take no
action, it’s no less than a crime.
And so this Earth Day, let us celebrate with our
actions and thoughts alike,
You and I together shall be able to make a future
bright!

Everything

seems

Twist Your Tongue!: How many cookies could a
good cook cook?
If a good cook could cook cookies.
On The Web
http://www.timeforkids.com/news/history-laborday/12426

Ansh Gupta
Grade 7

Riddles: You can see me in the water, but I
never get wet. What am I?
ANSWERS IN THE NEXT ISSUE
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Life at School

DAANA PANI FOR BIRDS

DAANA PANI for birds is an organization
which works for the welfare of birds since
last 6 years with a lot of enthusiasm and
dedication. They have left no stone unturned
in making the city a better place for birds.
They have kept pots for our winged friends
in almost each and every corner of Gwalior.
The members of DAANA PANI enlighten
students of different schools and educate
them about the importance of feeding the
birds in this hot season. This was the second
visit of the DAANA PANI group to 7i
World School to encourage the students of
7i to continue to keep food and water for
birds. Famous poet Mr. Rajesh Sharma and
Dr. Veena Pradhan applauded and motivated
the students on their compassion and
sensitivity towards the environment.

EXTEMPORE
Extempore is the art of public speaking
without preparation or forethought. It puts to
test one’s ability to think on the spot and
also their spontaneity. To imbibe a true spirit
of learning in 7ians and to enhance the
communication skills, an Intra Class
Extempore Competition was held on 24th
April’17 for the students of Grade 3 to 8.The
activity was intended to give an opportunity
to the students to shake off their diffidence
and to build confidence.

Must Read
The Swiss Family Robinson
This magical book is about a shipwrecked
family that found itself stranded on a
deserted island. They forage for food and
learn to survive in the wild. Building
shelters and boats while keeping wild
animals at bay is really tough, along with the
lessons the children have to take. Their
strange adventures on the island are
dreamlike, and when a new visitor joins,
things look completely different for this
adventurous family.

School Editorial Committee :

A Fancy Dress Competition was held for
pre-primary. It gives children a chance to
portray their favourite character. The themes
for the competition were Cartoon characters
and Mythological characters.

Ansh Gupta, Gauri Dubey, Rohan
Parihar, Rushank Goyal,Vaishnavi
Pateriya,
Ms. Jaya Singh & Juhi Sood

